
CYMBELINE
IN THE ANTHROPOCENE



 In eight countries, across six continents, Cymbeline in the Anthropocene is
creating eight unique site-specific productions of Shakespeare’s often neglected

tragi-comic romance Cymbeline. These productions are engaging in eco-
dramaturgy, using the play to explore the anthropocene and begin local dialogues

on stage. The main aims of the project are to create an open access archive of
research and documentation of the processes of each production in context to

encourage and inform future eco-dramaturgical work and adaptation.
 

for more information visit  www.cymbeline-anthropocene.com

Walk in a Line -  Sophia Trewick



Am I inside the
anthropocene? 

Or a part of it? A
consequence or a

contributor? A fact, a
mutation, a survival
of the unfittest? I

know the word
‘anthropocene’ from

the Nick Mulvey song
and the lyrics unravel

now - ‘in the
anthropocene, what
does your freedom

mean?’. Evelyn said it
refers in some sense to
another layer, a crust
of human activity on
the earth’s surface.

What does my human
activity look like? If
my footprint could be
touched, what would

it feel like?

CYMBELINE IN THE ANTHROPOCENE
Creative Retreat at the University of Exeter 

The Cymbeline Retreat, ran from
Monday 8th - Friday 12th of June,
based in the University of Exeter
Drama Department. Adapting to
an online format in the context
of the coronavirus pandemic, the
retreat aimed to engage drama
students of  the University of
Exeter to think about what
Cymbeline can become for us in
the anthropocene; this geological
age, where human activity on our
earth is the dominant influence
on our climate and environment. 
 
From their homes across the UK,
participants were invited each
day to create something -
anything - in response to
questions posed in our morning
discussions. Responses took the
form of art, poetry, photography,
script, music, video and more.

- Sophia Trewick



 I was telling you about it, Lux says, because
it's like the people in the play are living in
the same world, but separately from each

other, like their worlds have somehow
become disjointed or broken off each

other’s worlds. But if they could just step out
of themselves, or just hear and see what's

happening right next to their ears and eyes,
they’d see it's the same play they're all in,

the same world, that they are all part of the
same story.  (Smith, 2018:197-201)
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On Monday morning we met, and
were introduced to the concept of

the anthropocene, and the play itself.
We looked at extracts from Winter by

Ali Smith in which a character Lux,
describes the plot of Cymbeline at a

family dinner.

Make yourself comfortable at the
threshold between home and the open
world… Start by taking three long, slow
breaths...How might you share the air

that’s here, elsewhere? What does
Shakespeare mean to you right now?

What does Cymbeline mean to you right
now? 

 
Start a story. It begins; Does the world

go round?



"Both fierce and weak,
Cloten is written as both
a bit of a bumbling idiot

and a high stakes force to
fear. A villain needs to be

compelling, slightly
relatable and exciting."

I am straddling a deep ravine

on the precipice

like the space in between

neither here nor there

yet somehow feet planted on a planet

 

Heat presses my skin

the sun and dawn greedily

eargerly

say hello

round like the planet where I am

planted

 

What do I desire?

leave the window open 

and let the light seep through?

or step

one foot

two feet

balance and uncertain

to burst into

the planet, round

where I am planted, living

alongside you.

 

Viewpoints -  Suzie Bramwell

Standing at the Threshold

- Beth Bowden

- George Dix



On Tuesday we continued to look at Cymbeline intertextually,

reading the opening pages of Virginia Woolf’s Mrs Dalloway

together, where Clarissa makes her way through a bustling post-

war London (Woolf, 1925) . Woolf uses the motif  ‘Fear No More

the Heat O’ the Sun’, which Aviragus and Guiderius sing upon

finding ‘Fidele’ (Innogen in disguise), apparently dead. 

Fear no more the heat o’ the sun,
 

Nor the furious winter’s rages;
 

Thou thy worldly task hast done,
 

Home art gone, and ta’en thy wages:
 

Golden lads and girls all must,
 

As chimney-sweepers, come to dust.
 
 

Fear no more the frown o’ the great;
 

Thou art past the tyrant’s stroke;
 

Care no more to clothe and eat;
 

To thee the reed is as the oak:
 

The scepter, learning, physic, must
 

All follow this, and come to dust.

Tuesday 

Fear No More The Heat O' The Sun
William Shakespeare 

Cymbeline, Act IV, Scene II

Fear no more the mind of your

neighbour,

 

Nor your own worth in this

pointless existence,

 

You are so small, so inconceivably

small,

 

Nothing you do will ever truly

matter,

 

But at least nothing I do will

either, right?

-  George Dix

New Verses...



Fear no more the heat o the sun, 

 

But fear the cars that roar by.

 

The fume filled air is not yet

done,

 

In poisoning us till we die. 

 

Golden lads and girls, in May, 

 

but June shows how the world still

frays.

- Suzie Bramwell

A w
alk in plants and objects -

  Jessa Thom
pson

 Take your usual lockdown walk. Is

it around the block? The room? The

place you live? Further?  Is there a

quarantine errand you have been

running regularly? Or have you

been out somewhere for exercise?  

 

In our responses we reflected on

our walk, like Clarissa Dalloway, and

the lyrics of the song.



...a poem about an old
man trying to 'stay alert'
while still getting fresh
air. I was thinking of

grief, isolation and
moments of dark comedy
in these strange, strange

times...



I was thinking about a little duck I saw
and I was wondering... as humans we
class urban areas, and we class a forest
area as nature and natural...how does a
little bird or a little duck class the area? Is
this as nature as the forest is to them,
because they aren’t conscious of it
growing? It's just a different biome. It's
no more nature-ful than a desert is, or a
tropical rainforest is to a rolling meadow.

-  George Dix

Stay Alert -
Sophia Trewick



On Wednesday, our conversation
became increasingly

intersectional as our world
became even more political. Our

ecological exploration of
Cymbeline was necessarily

intertwined with ideas about race,
feminism and class and became

shaped by wider, global
conversations.

 
Together we read 'The Plot of Her

Undoing' by Saidiya Hartman
(Hartman, 2019) , and hoped we
might be able to understand and
undo intersecting plots of climate

change, sexim and raicsm too. 

WEDNESDAY

Choose a character from 
 Cymbeline.  Innogen.

Cloten. The Queen. Create a
dialogue. 

"Imagining the Queen
in the anthropocene,
I thought of Mary

Beard’s ‘Women and
Power’ - she speaks of

the costuming and
symbolism surrounding
women politicians in

European recent
history... fitted suits,
notions of asexuality,

undesirability,
coldness. The

patriarchal concept
that to be influential
and powerful in public

policy is to be
masculine - that a

woman displaying these
traits must be someone

unwomanish or
unnatural."

-Sophia Trewick

"If I could rewrite Innogen, I would

base her on you. I would write it as if

she was named after you, rather than

you being named after her. I would

recreate her purity into a different

kind of purity: one that feels like us. I

would make Innogen a character who

does not make me feel shame,

confusion and even fear."

A Letter to my Sister- Bella Finlayson



 
 

INNOGEN
Only after rain, doth true colours shine. What was your
intention here Sir? Fail to woo me at noon so you do me
at night, is that it? Or do I miss-see again? It is

clear now that you are a man of lies, a weak child that
still plays in make-believe and fairy-tales. Real men
have honour, my husband has honour. You are without

substance. 
 

IACHAMO 
You wear my patience thin.

 
INNOGEN

Your patience? It is you who is wronging me. 
 

IACHAMO
I cannot argue with that, I will make you wish you let

me leave.
 

[Iachamo makes for Innogen on the bed. Innogen,
releasing the covers concealing her modesty, scrambles
off the far side of the bed, grabs the bed pan from the
floor and strikes Iachimo. He falls, writhing on the

floor as Innogen stands naked over his body]
 

[Iachimo wakes Innogen as he climbs out of the trunk. He
tells her he was checking his luggage. Suspicious of

Iachimo, Innogen tells him to leave the way he came in;
Iachimo makes his way to the bedroom door and pulls the

handle, the door is locked]
 

INNOGEN
Something wrong Sirrah? I always sleep behind a locked

door, you never who’s lurking around at night.
 

IACHAMO
You bare a confident tone for oneunwittily locked in a

room with a man.

Act II Scene II 
Innogen’s bedchamber in Cymbeline’s palace.

-  George Dix



A SCENE INTRODUCING THE QUEEN:
 
Warm, natural light. The Queen is seen planting a tree. A
group of young children peer over her shoulder. Her hair is
glossy under the light and she wears utility trousers and a
white shirt. Diamond earrings. Birdsong. We see the lips of
the Queen and the children moving but we cannot hear what
they say. Instead we hear piano - gentle and uplifting.
 
A camera man runs from the audience and shouts CUT. The
light turns white and cold, the birdsong and piano music
stop abruptly. We realise this is a film set. More of the
production team emerge on stage. The children stop
pretending to laugh and disperse, makeup artists top up
their foundation. The Queen stands and brushes soil from her
knees. Her phone rings and she answers it. A fraught
conversation - she speaks in bullet-points, it sounds like a
business call until she mentions getting chinese for dinner
and we realise she is speaking to her husband. Her main PA
(Pisano, maybe) suggests that she take a selfie with one of
the children. She agrees and a child is brought over - they
position themselves. ‘Say cheese’ says the PA and the child
and the Queen smile chummily into the front camera - the
picture is projected onto the backdrop. This photo is
uploaded to twitter with the caption - ‘A wonderful day
planting trees with these kids - do check out the website
and have a look at this charity's fabulous work making green
sanctuaries in impoverished urban spaces’.

"I think when you’re introduced to activist worlds it feels very utopian, like its

going to be wonderful, but it's actually very uncomfortable. I've found this

within XR, not having a hierarchy is so challenging. I think it’s better, I think

it’s more powerful. I think it removes potential for deep rooted inequality, but

it also means you have no control over anything other than yourself...  Because

that’s them in their anti hierarchical autonomous world. Utopia doesn’t exist,

it's about compromise and working out the best way to live."
- Bella Finlayson

-Sophia Trewick



Oh, Queen Cymbeline,
You will breed selfishness where you
have planted it.
You burned the bridges which made
cement of the sea.
The poison rain was run off from
your bath,
And no wall you build will keep out
the wind.
You cannot claim a birthright
through the name of my father, for
it was stolen to his line.
May I never be mistook for a
Cymbeline

-  Bella Finlayson

"I wrote on the street some history

facts... I didn't want to centre myself

in it, and I didnt want my voice to be

there. And then having

conversations with people on the

street...really made me realise how

scared I am to talk about race for

fear of getting it wrong ... but It was

better to just do something and to

have a conversation with people on

my street, and my neighbours who I

don’t ever talk to

What if the play is named after me?
Your Queen?
Remember, I am Cymbeline too,
Who believed in Britain, more and
most,
As if to wish the best for your son
is a crime.
The seas around us are filled with
rubble.
I started to think the rain might be
poisoned too,
So I harnessed it.
And I wont apologise for feeling
safer, the more walls I put between
my own and suffering.

.And I realised yesterday that the flat I’ve lived in for 5 years is where slave

owners lived. Literally a block away is where people were enslaved there for their

entire life. [My walls have] been lived in by  atrocities. I listened to the

Cymbeline song and I was pissed off.. I am not, not fearful cause this world is

fucking horrible"

BETWEEN INNOGEN AND THE QUEEN - Jessa Thompson



On Thursday morning, we discussed Kate Soper’s
idea of 'alternative hedonism', which uses desire to

motivate eco-friendly changes in our behaviour,
rather than a rhetoric of shame around our

unsustainable choices. We experimented using this
idea in our work.

This is a performance map for my alternative hedonistic
reimagining of Cymbeline. It would be immersive (hence the map),
set in the Willow Globe, and the arrows show Innogen's journey.

In my imagining, Innogen would take control at the end of the
play and not get back together with Posthumous. I matched text
from Saidiya Hartman's essay to the play's plot, so all the words

are from that essay. - Suzie Bramwell

THURSDAY



It Only Takes One Person to Start a Revolution -
 Beth Bow

den

-  Sophia Trewick



On Friday we collected our thoughts, bringing together what we had
learned and made. For each of us, our Cymbeline in the Anthropocene
was very different. We discussed some of the responsibilities and
challenges of ecodramatugical theatre, as well as our hopes for it.

FRIDAY

What does eco-theatre look like to you?

"[Ecodramaturgical theatre] has to have a
nice, genuine conversation with the

audience, a good balance of educational,
but not condescending. A sense of we’re

in this together. I think we’re very, as a
people, uninclined to do something

because we’ve been told. 

"I think theatre that's connected with an understanding of the severity of climate
change - I know we were talking today about how it used to be sort of a rant -

Learning how to communicate about climate change is one of the largest issues;
its a communication barrier,  and having a mode of communication - and

sometimes that comes in a form of protest, and sometimes that comes in a form
of writing - I feel that with theatre it provides something, a connected experience." 

"I think it's really interesting that there
isn’t a lot of blueprint for ecodramaturgy,

like there is for loads of other issues. If
you want to make feminist theatre

there's so many blueprints to choose
from, but there just doesn't seem to be

the same for theatre around the climate.
Its still in the making."

-Bella Finlayson

- George Dix

- Jessa Thompson A walk in plants and objects - 
 Jessa Thompson



What are the responsibilities of eco-theatre?

"If anybody is making art
about climate change now,

I think theres the
responsibility to have the
conversations that we’ve

been having that are
intersectional, trying to
recognise the varying

degrees of privilege which
are affecting our

experience with climate
change as it is very

unequally distributed." 

"I think theatre is one of the best platforms to
make social change. People’s minds have to

change first. I think [there's a] responsibility to
both preach to the choir and remind the choir why

they do the work and the activism, and also to
help change peoples minds. Preach outside the

choir and get people to join."

"Any piece of theatre has ethical responsibilities to
consider the needs of their audience. I think it just
has to say something. It has to have some sort of
emotional impact on you that you can carry with

you, whether or not that is a negative or a positive
emotion. But feeling both at the same time, that

juxtaposition, is probably the most important thing
to me."

- Suzie Bramwell

- Beth Bowden

- Sophia Trewick

- Sophia Trewick



"I want it in a cave… I want it in wales...I don’t want a large audience and I want it to
be just like, primal with nature and everyone is feeling the dirt and the elements!"

"An installation ... these massive blocks of ice - It would be like a treasure hunt,
like a sonnet walk where all across london there are these massive blocks of ice

and as you walk along to the different locations where this ice is melting you learn
differnt things, but there are also actors who are plain clothed amongst the

audience... they just come out of nowhere and start performing parts of
cymbeline. So you encounter differnt people, doing monologes or duologues - I

think there are some beautiful lines in that play, which have direct implication on
anthropocene. 

What would your Cymbeline for the Anthropocene look
and feel like? 

-Bella Finlayson

- Beth Bowden

"My first hope is that [eco-
theatre] becomes mainstream
enough so that people don't go

‘ugh’. And maybe down the line it
we don’t need to give them the

labels it [as eco-theatre. It's
assumed that this is the prime

way to make something"

What do you think eco-theatre can accomplish? 

"In terms of massive change, I'm not
sure necessarily how far that can

happen at the minute. But I know that
by inching and inching, every single

person who comes and sees a show
and has greater empathy or changes
their lifestyle just a little bit, that will
have a great impact overall towards

saving the planet."

"If I’m being an optimist I have really high hopes of getting the
government to make proper legal change and stop big corporate

companies from dumping in the sea. So that would be my hope, to
influence enough actual change makers to make that change."

- Suzie Bramwell

- Beth Bowden - George Dix



-  Beth Bowden

The Cymbeline Retreat was created
and run by Dr Evelyn O'Malley and

supported by Beth Bowden and Jessa
Thompson
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